
Chapter 1
Finding semantically-related videos in closed
collections

Foteini Markatopoulou, Markos Zampoglou, Evlampios Apostolidis, Symeon
Papadopoulos, Vasileios Mezaris, Ioannis Patras, Ioannis Kompatsiaris

Abstract Modern newsroom tools offer advanced functionality for automatic and
semi-automatic content collection from the Web and social media sources to ac-
company news stories. However, the content collected in this way often tends to
be unstructured and may include irrelevant items. An important step in the verifi-
cation process is to organise this content, both with respect to what it shows, and
with respect to its origin. This chapter presents our efforts in this direction, which
resulted in two components. One aims to detect semantic concepts in video shots,
to help annotation and organization of content collections. We implement a system
based on deep learning, featuring a number of advances and adaptations of existing
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algorithms to increase performance for the task. The other component aims to detect
logos in videos in order to identify their provenance. We present our progress from
a keypoint-based detection system to a system based on deep learning. We present
the developed methodologies and the evaluation results for both components.

1.1 Problem Definition and Challenge

News events typically give rise to the creation and circulation of User-Generated
Content (UGC). This media content, typically in the form of images or videos,
spreads in social media and attracts the attention of news professionals and inves-
tigators. Such events generate multiple different media items, often published on
different platforms, and at different times following the breaking of the event.

In many cases news organizations use automatic or semi-automatic tools to col-
lect such content. These tools crawl the Web and various media sharing platforms
and collect potentially related content based on search queries. This leads to the
formation of unstructured media collections, which may contain both relevant and
irrelevant content. It may include content from different aspects of event, possibly
taken at different times and displaying different scenes. It may also include content
from different sources, each of which may focus on a different aspect or exhibit
different forms of bias.

As a way of assisting the verification process, it is very helpful to organise the
collected videos according to what they depict, or based on who published them.
This organization step is assumed to take place after the near-duplicate retrieval
step (see Chapter 4) which can identify near-duplicates and remove or aggregate
them. Consecutively, the semantic-level analysis described in this chapter can allow
grouping, comparison, and contrasting, as well as cross-referencing to spot videos
that may be altered, misleading, or irrelevant. To this end, we developed two compo-
nents within InVID that semantically analyse content, the first performing Semantic
Video Annotation, and the second Logo Detection. The former analyses videos or
video segments, and annotates them with detected concept labels, such as “car”,
“dancing”, or “beach”. The second looks for logos in the video, which can reveal
the group, agency, or institution sharing (or re-sharing) it, and this in turn can re-
veal possible biases or intentions behind the posting of the item, as well as allow
the investigator to link it to past content published by the same party. In this sense,
these two components of InVID cover similar needs from different aspects, offering
ways to automatically annotate videos or video segments with semantic tags on their
content and origin, allowing more nuanced search within closed collections.

With respect to semantic annotation, video content can be annotated with simple
concept labels that may refer to objects (e.g. “car” and “chair”), activities (e.g. “run-
ning” and “dancing”), scenes (e.g. “hills” and “beach”), etc. Annotating videos with
concepts is a very important task that facilitates many applications such as finding
semantically-related videos in video collections, semantics-based video segmen-
tation and retrieval, video event detection, video hyperlinking and concept-based
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Fig. 1.1: Video concept annotation pipelines: After temporal video segmentation,
e.g. using automatic video shot detection and extracting one representative keyframe
per shot, the upper part shows a typical concept-based video annotation pipeline that
is based on hand-crafted or DCNN-based features and supervised classifiers trained
separately for each concept. The lower part is based on features that can be learned
directly from the raw keyframe pixels using a DCNN, and subsequently using the
DCNN as standalone classifier to perform the final class label prediction.

video search [68, 44, 24, 63, 74, 75, 39, 21, 23]. Concept-based video search refers
to the retrieval of video fragments (e.g. keyframes) that present specific simple
concept labels from large-scale video collections. Thus, within InVID, the task en-
tails creating a module that will be able to reliably annotate videos by taking their
keyframes and detecting any known concepts found within them.

With respect to logo detection, the ability to annotate videos with respect to their
provenance can be an important part of verification. Knowing who first produced
the video or is responsible for its dissemination can help determine potential bias
in the content or form an initial impression about its trustworthiness. Furthermore,
identifying the source of the video can help establish contact, in order to ask per-
missions or verify the authenticity of content. Even when no direct contact with the
content creator or owner is possible, determining the content’s origin can provide
important context for the verification process. Since many times content tends to
be reproduced not by sharing but by re-uploading, it is commonly hard to find the
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original source. However, in this process of tracing the video, logos can play an
important role, provided they can be identified.

While many logos, –and especially the ones belonging to the most popular news
channels– are well known, especially among news professionals, there exist many
organizations which are not so easy to identify, whether less well-known channels,
or unofficial groups such as paramilitary organizations or independent journalist
groups. There exist more than 27,000 TV broadcast stations in the world according
to the CIA World Factbook1, and a very large –and hard to estimate– number of
paramilitary groups. Those cases are aggravated by the large numbers of such lo-
gos that a professional might have to memorise, and a certain degree of instability
which leads to groups merging or splitting (this is the case with militant groups in
the Syrian Civil War, for example). As a result, identifying one logo among the mul-
titude of possible candidates is very challenging for human investigators (Fig. 1.2).
In those cases, automatically identifying the logo and providing information about
its owner can significantly speed up the analysis and verification process.

Fig. 1.2: Top: Two video frames with easily identifiable news channel sources; Bot-
tom: Two video frames where the logos cannot be easily identified

It is important to note that, in cases where we have to deal with videos consisting
of multiple shots, each shot should be treated independently, since it may contain
different logos and entirely different semantic concepts. Thus, both components are
aimed to operate at the shot level, after the videos have been analyzed by the video
shot fragmentation component of the InVID platform.

1 https://www.nationsencyclopedia.com/WorldStats/CIA-Television-broadcast-stations.html, ac-
cessed 08 April 2019.
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1.2 Semantic Video Annotation

1.2.1 Related Work

To deal with concept-based video search, concept-based video annotation methods
have been developed that automatically annotate video-fragments, e.g. keyframes
extracted from video shots, with semantic labels (concepts), chosen from a prede-
fined concept list [68]. A typical concept-based video annotation system mainly
follows the process presented in Fig. 1.1. A video is initially segmented into mean-
ingful fragments, called shots; each shot is represented by e.g. one or more char-
acteristic keyframes. Then, several hand-crafted or DCNN-based (Deep Convolu-
tional Neural Network) features are extracted from the generated representation of
each shot; e.g. visual features from the extracted keyframes, and audio and textual
features from the audio representation of the shot. Given a ground-truth annotated
video training set, supervised machine learning algorithms are then used to train
concept classifiers independently for each concept, using the extracted features and
ground-truth annotations. The trained classifiers can subsequently be applied to an
unlabelled video shot, following feature extraction, and return a set of confidence
scores for the appearance of the different concepts in the shot. A recent trend in
video annotation is to learn features directly from the raw keyframe pixels using
DCNNs. DCNNs consist of many layers of feature extractors, and are thus able
to model more complex structures in comparison to handcrafted representations.
DCNN layers can learn different types of features without requiring feature engi-
neering, in contrast to the hand-crafted features that are designed by humans to
capture specific properties of video frames, e.g. edges and corners. DCNNs can be
used both as standalone classifiers (Fig. 1.1, bottom), i.e. unlabelled keyframes are
passed through a pre-trained DCNN that performs the final class label prediction di-
rectly, using typically a softmax or a hinge loss layer [64, 31], and also as extractors
for video keyframe features (Fig. 1.1, top), i.e. the output of a hidden layer of the
pre-trained DCNN is used as a global keyframe representation [64]. This latter type
of features is referred to as DCNN-based, and in that case DCNN features are used
to train binary classifiers (e.g. SVMs) separately for each concept.

While significant progress has been made during the last years in the task of
video annotation and retrieval, it continues to be a difficult and challenging task.
This is due to the diversity in form and appearance exhibited by the majority of
semantic concepts and the difficulty to express them using a finite number of rep-
resentations. The system needs to learn a practically limitless number of different
patterns that characterise the different concepts (e.g. landscapes, faces, actions). As
a result, generality is an important property that a concept-based video annotation
system should present in order to generalise its performance across many differ-
ent heterogeneous concepts. Finally, computational requirements are another major
challenge. The large number of concepts that a video annotation system should learn
is computationally expensive requiring lightweight and fast methods. Finally, there
are by far more labelled datasets available that contain still images than datasets
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extracted from video keyframes. Typically classifiers are trained on the former still
image datasets and applied on video datasets, which is a suboptimal practice.

It has been shown that combining many different features for the same concept,
instead of using a single feature, improves concept annotation accuracy. However,
which subsets of features to use for the needs of a specific task, and which classifi-
cation scheme to follow, is a challenging problem that will affect the accuracy and
computational complexity of the complete concept-based video annotation system.
Other methods also improve the overall video annotation accuracy by looking for
existing semantic relations e.g. concept correlations. As discussed above the dom-
inant approach for performing concept-based video annotation is to train DCNNs
whereby concepts share features within the architectures up to the very last layer,
and then branch off to T different classification branches (using typically one layer),
where T is the number of concepts [49]. However, in this way, the implicit feature-
level relations between concepts, e.g. the way in which concepts such as a car and
motorcycle share lower-level features modelling things like their wheels, are not di-
rectly considered. Also, in such architectures, the relations or inter-dependencies of
concepts at a semantic level, i.e. the fact that two specific concepts may often appear
together or, inversely, the presence of the one may exclude the other, are also not
directly taken into consideration. In this chapter we will refer to methods that have
been proposed for exploiting in a more elaborate way one of these two different
types of concept relations. Then, in Section 1.2.2 we will present a more advanced
method that jointly exploits visual- and semantic-level concept relations in a unified
DCNN architecture.

1.2.1.1 Supervised Learning Using Deep Networks

Concept-based video annotation is a multi-label classification (MLC) problem (one
keyframe may be annotated with more than one semantic concepts). One way to
solve this problem is to treat it as multiple independent binary classification prob-
lems where for each concept a model can be learned to distinguish keyframes where
the concept appears from those where the concept does not appear. Given feature-
based keyframe representations that have been extracted from different keyframes
and also the ground-truth annotations for each keyframe (i.e. the concepts presented)
any supervised machine learning algorithm that solves classification problems can
be used in order to learn the relations between the low-level image representations
and the high-level semantic concepts.

We can distinguish two main categories of visual features: hand-crafted features
and features based on Deep Convolutional Networks (DCNN-based). With respect
to hand-crafted features, binary (ORB [56]) and non-binary (SIFT [35], SURF [5])
local descriptors, as well as color extensions of them [60] have been examined for
concept-based video annotation. Local descriptors are aggregated into global im-
age representations by employing feature encoding techniques such as Fisher Vec-
tor (FV) [10] and VLAD [29]. With respect to DCNN-based features, one or more
hidden layers of a pre-trained DCNN are typically used as a global keyframe repre-
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sentation [64]. Several DCNN software libraries are available in the literature, e.g.
Caffe [30], MatConvNet, TensorFlow [1] and different DCNN architectures have
been proposed, e.g. AlexNet [31], VGGNet [64], GoogLeNet [72], ResNeXt [81],
ResNet [26]. DCNN-based descriptors present high discriminative power and gen-
erally outperform local descriptors [59], [66].

The most commonly used machine learning algorithms are Support Vector Ma-
chines (SVM), Logistic Regression (LR) and Random Forests (RF). A recent trend
in video annotation is to learn features directly from the raw keyframe pixels using
DCNNs. DCNNs were derived from simple neural networks so here we will briefly
explain how neural networks and subsequently deep networks work. Neural net-
works consist of artificial neurons that have learnable weights and biases. Neurons
are connected to each other, each neuron receives some inputs from other neurons,
and outputs a new signal, i.e. a value, that can be used to activate or deactivate other
neurons connected to its output. Pairs of neurons are assigned with weights that rep-
resent their connection relation. In order to calculate the output value of a neuron,
i.e. its activation, we calculate the weighted sum of the activations of all neurons
that are fed into it. This sum is subsequently given as input to an activation function
that outputs the final neuron’s activation value. In a DCNN, neurons are arranged in
layers with each neuron in a single layer being connected to all or a subset of neu-
rons in the previous layer. The connections go only from lower to top layers and this
is why DCNNs are also referred as feed forward networks. In a concept-based video
annotation task a DCNN consists of an input layer, a number of intermediate layers,
a.k.a. hidden layers, and the output layer. The input layer takes a keyframe, it for-
ward propagates it to the hidden layers and based on the neurons that are activated,
the keyframe’s class labels are finally triggered in the output layer that consists of as
many neurons as the number of concepts that the network aims to learn. A deep net-
work has millions of parameters and for this reason a large set of inputs is needed
to train the network without overfitting on the data. In addition, during training a
loss function is used (e.g. hinge loss, softmax) in order to measure how well the net-
work’s output fits the real ground-truth values. Then, randomly selected keyframes
are provided to it and the network’s weights are adjusted based on the output that
is returned in order to reduce the value of the loss function. To update the weights
the popular technique of back-propagation is used. A few years before, training net-
works with many hidden layers was computationally infeasible. However, the great
success on the development of powerful GPUs was a driver for the evolution of this
field and now it is common to train networks with many hidden layers in hours or
days.

The small number of labelled training examples is a common problem in video
datasets, making it difficult to train a deep network from scratch without over-fitting
its parameters on the training set [67]. For this reason, it is common to use transfer
learning that uses the knowledge captured in a source domain in order to learn a
target domain without caring about the improvement in the source domain. When a
small-sized dataset is available for training a DCNN, a transfer learning technique
is followed, where a conventional DCNN, e.g. [26], is firstly trained on a large-
scale dataset and then the classification layer is removed, the DCNN is extended
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by one or more fully-connected layers that are shared across all of the tasks, and
a new classification layer is placed on top of the last extension layer (having size
equal to the number of concepts that will be learned in the target domain). Then,
the extended network is fine-tuned in the target domain [49]. Experiments presented
in [49] show that extending by one or more fully-connected layers works better than
simply re-learning some of the pre-trained fully connected layers.

1.2.1.2 Multi-task Learning and Structured Outputs

As described in Section 1.2.1.1, video concept annotation is a challenging multi-
label classification problem that in recent years is typically addressed using DCNN
models that choose a specific DCNN architecture [64, 26] and put a multi-label cost
function on top of it [79, 78, 7]. As is the case in other multi-label problems, there
exist relations between different concepts, and several methods attempt to model and
leverage these relations so as to improve the performance or reduce the complexity
of classification models that treat each concept independently. These methods can be
roughly divided in two main categories. In the first category, methods that fall under
the framework of multi-task learning (MTL), attempt to learn representations or
classification models that, at some level, are shared between the different concepts
(tasks) [2, 46, 45, 18, 11, 3, 90, 71, 41, 33, 87, 40, 82]. In the second category,
methods that fall under the framework of structured-output prediction attempt to
learn models that make multi-dimensional predictions that respect the structure of
the output space using either label constraints or post-processing techniques [65,
80, 12, 15, 43, 50, 83, 50, 77, 76, 85, 36, 4, 37, 8, 73, 13, 70, 61, 14, 89, 40].
Label constraints refer to regularizations that are imposed on the learning system in
order to exploit label relations (e.g. correlations) [50, 83, 88, 61, 14, 89, 40]. Post-
processing techniques refer to re-calculating the concept prediction results using
either meta-learning classifiers or other re-weighting schemes [65, 80, 12, 15, 43].

1.2.2 Methodology

As discussed in Section 1.2.1.1, the dominant approach for performing concept-
based video annotation is training DCNN architectures where the concepts share
features up to the very last layer, and then branch off to T different classification
branches (using typically one layer), where T is the number of concepts [49]. How-
ever, in this way, the implicit feature-level relations between concepts, e.g. the way
in which concepts such as a car and motorcycle share lower-level features modelling
things like their wheels, are not directly considered. Also, in such architectures, the
relations or inter-dependencies of the concepts at a semantic level, i.e. the fact that
two specific concepts may often appear together or, inversely, the presence of the
one may exclude the other, are also not directly taken into consideration.
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In this section we present a DCNN architecture that addresses the problem of
video/image concept annotation by exploiting concept relations at two different lev-
els. More specifically it captures both implicit and explicit concept relations, i.e.
both visual-level and semantic-level concept relations, as follows. First, implicit
concept relations are modelled in a DCNN architecture that learns T concept-
specific feature vectors that are themselves linear combinations of k < T latent
concept feature vectors. In this way, in the shared representations (i.e. the latent
concepts feature vectors), higher-level concepts may share visual features - for ex-
ample, concepts such as car, motorcycle, and airplane may share features encod-
ing the wheels in their depiction [28]. This bears similarities to multi-task learning
(MTL) schemes, like GO-MTL [33] and the two-sided network proposed in [40]
that factorise the 2D weight matrix to encode concept specific features. However,
in contrast to GO-MTL [33], in our case the factorization is achieved in two stan-
dard convolutional network layers, and in contrast to [40], our network does not
only verify whether a certain concept that is given as input to the one side of the
network is present in the video/image that is given as input to the other side. In-
stead, it provides scores for all concepts in the output, similar to classical multi-
label DCNNs. Second, explicit concept relations are introduced by a new cost term,
implemented using a set of standard CNN layers that penalise differences between
the matrix encoding the correlations among the ground truth labels of the concepts,
and the correlations between the concept label predictions of our network. In this
way, we introduce constraints on the structure of the output space by utilizing the
label correlation matrix - this explicitly captures, for example, the fact that daytime
and nighttime are negatively correlated concepts. Both of the above types of rela-
tions are implemented using standard convolutional layers and are incorporated in
a single DCNN architecture that can then be trained end-to-end with standard back-
propagation. This method was originally presented in [42] and the source code is
available on GitHub2.

1.2.2.1 Problem Formulation and Method Overview

We consider a set of concepts C = {c1,c2, ...,cT} and a multi-label training set P =
{(xi,yi) : xi ∈X ,yi ∈ {0,1}T×1, i = 1...N}, where xi is a 3-channel keyframe/im-
age, yi is its ground-truth annotation (i.e. contains the T labels of the i-th keyframe/im-
age), and N is the number of training examples. A video/image concept annotation
system learns T supervised learning tasks, one for each target concept c j, i.e. it
learns a real-valued function f : X → Y , where Y = [0,1]T×N .

Figure 1.3 presents a DCNN architecture that exploits both implicit visual-level
and explicit semantic-level concept relations for video/image concept annotation by
building on ideas from MTL and structured output prediction, respectively. Specif-
ically, Fig. 1.3 (i) shows a typical (Π + 1)-layer DCNN architecture, e.g. ResNet,
that shares all the layers but the last one [64, 26]; Fig. 1.3 (ii) shows how the typ-

2 https://github.com/markatopoulou/fvmtl-ccelc
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Table 1.1: Definition of main symbols

Symbol Definition
x A keyframe/image

y
A vector containing the ground-truth concept annotations
for a keyframe/image

N The number of training keyframes/images
c A concept
T The number of concepts, i.e. number of tasks

ŷ
A vector containing the concept prediction scores for a
keyframe/image

Lx Latent concept feature vectors of a keyframe/image

S

Concept-specific weight matrix, each column corresponds
to a task containing the coefficients of the linear
combination with Lx

LxS
Concept-specific feature vectors incorporating information
from k latent concept representations

U Concept-specific parameter matrix for the final classification
k The number of latent tasks
d1 The size of the output of the previous network layer

Φ
The concept correlation matrix calculated
from the ground-truth annotated training set

m A cost vector utilised for data balancing

Fig. 1.3: Sub-figure (i) shows the typical DCNN architecture (e.g. ResNet [26]).
Sub-figure (ii) shows the typical DCNN extension strategy proposed in [49]. Sub-
figure (iii) presents the FV-MTL with CCE-LC cost function approach of [42].

ical DCNN architecture of Fig. 1.3 (i) can be extended by one FC extension layer,
to improve the results in transfer learning problems [49]; and finally, Fig 1.3 (iii)
shows the adopted DCNN architecture. In the next subsections we briefly introduce
the parts of this architecture. For more details the interested reader can refer to our
original paper [42]. Specifically, we first introduce the FV-MTL approach for learn-
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Fig. 1.4: Shared latent feature vectors using multi-task learning (FV-MTL).

Fig. 1.5: MTL part of the proposed FV-MTL with CCE-LC cost function.

ing implicit visual-level concept relations; this is done using the multi-task learning
sub-network shown in Fig. 1.3 and Fig. 1.5. Second, we introduce the CCE-LC
cost function that learns explicit semantic-level concept relations. CCE-LC predicts
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structured outputs by exploiting concept correlations that we can acquire from the
ground-truth annotations of a training dataset.

1.2.2.2 Shared Latent Feature Vectors Using Multi-task Learning (FV-MTL)

In the FV-MTL approach, similarly to GO-MTL [33], we assume that the param-
eter vectors of the tasks that present visual-level concept relations lie in a low-
dimensional subspace, thus sharing information; and, at the same time, dissimilar
tasks may also partially overlap by having one or more bases in common. To al-
low this sharing of information, we learn T concept-specific feature vectors that
are linear combinations of a small number of latent concept feature vectors that are
themselves learned as well (Fig. 1.4). Specifically, we use a shared latent feature
vector Lx ∈ Rd×k for all task models, where the columns of Lx correspond to d-
dimensional feature representations of k latent tasks; and we produce T different
concept-specific feature vectors Lxs j, for j = 1...T , where each of them incorpo-
rates information from relevant latent tasks, with s j ∈ Rk×1 being a task-specific
weight vector that contains the coefficients of the linear combination. Each linear
combination is assumed to be sparse, i.e, s j’s are sparse vectors; in this way we as-
sume that there exist a small number of latent basis tasks, and each concept-specific
feature vector is a linear combination of them. The overlap between the weight
vectors s j and s j′ controls the amount of information-sharing between the corre-
sponding tasks.

The above are implemented in a DCNN architecture by using the network layers
depicted in Fig. 1.3 and Fig. 1.5. Specifically, an input training-set keyframe is pro-
cessed by any chosen DCNN architecture (e.g. ResNet) and a fully-connected layer,
to produce a shared representation of the keyframe across all of the tasks. Subse-
quently, the output of the fully-connected layer is reshaped to the matrix Lx (Fig.
1.5: step (a)); thus, the reshaped layer outputs k feature vectors that correspond to k
latent concepts. Those representations are shared between the T concepts. The sub-
sequent layer calculates T concept-specific feature vectors, where T is the number
of the concepts we want to detect. Each of those feature vectors is a combination of
k latent concept feature vectors, with coefficients that are specific to the concept in
question. This is implemented as a 1D convolutional layer on the k feature masks
(Fig. 1.5: step (b)). Once T feature vectors are extracted, then an additional layer
(Fig. 1.5: step (c)) transforms each of the T feature vectors into T concept annota-
tion scores, one for each of the concepts that we want to detect. This process leads
to a soft feature sharing, because the latent concept feature vectors adjust how much
information and across which tasks is shared. By contrast, both the typical DCNN
and the DCNN extension architecture of [49] (Fig. 1.3 (i) and (ii)) output a single
feature vector that is shared across all of the target concepts and it is subsequently
hard translated into concept annotation scores independently for each concept. Fi-
nally, a sigmoid cross entropy cost term is used at the top of the network in order
to optimize the sigmoid cross entropy between the predictions and the ground truth
labels; we refer to this classification cost term as λ1.
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Fig. 1.6: Structured output prediction part of the proposed FV-MTL with CCE-LC
cost function.

1.2.2.3 Label Constraints for Structured Output Prediction

The cross-entropy cost is not adequate for capturing semantic concept relations. For
this reason in [42] we proposed an additional cost term that constitutes an effective
way to integrate structural information. By structural information we refer to the in-
herently available concept correlations in a given ground-truth annotated collection
of training videos/images. It should be noted that information from other external
sources, such as WordNet [19] or other ontologies, could also be used but we have
not tried it in our experiments. In order to consider this information we firstly cal-
culate the correlation matrix Φ ∈ [−1,1]T×T from the ground truth annotated data
of the training set. Each position of this matrix corresponds to the φ -correlation co-
efficient between two concepts c j, c j′ calculated as discussed in [42]. The auxiliary
concept correlation cost term uses the above correlation matrixΦ, however, the way
that this term is formed is omitted here because this is out of the scope of this book
chapter. It should only be noted that this term works as a label-based constraint and
its role is to add a penalty to concepts that are positively correlated but were assigned
with different concept annotation scores. Similarly, it adds a penalty to concepts that
are negative-correlated but were not assigned with opposite annotation scores. Con-
trarily, it does not add a penalty to non-correlated concepts.
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We implement the auxiliary concept correlation cost term, noted as λ2, using a
set of standard CNN layers, as presented in Fig. 1.6. One matrix layer encodes the
correlations between the ground-truth labels of the concepts (denoted asΦ), and the
other matrix layer contains the correlations between the concept label predictions
of our network in the form of squared differences (denoted as Q ∈ RT×T , i.e. the
matrix Q contains the differences of activations from the previous layer). Matrix Q
gets multiplied, by element-wise multiplication, with the correlation matrix Φ, i.e.
Q◦Φ, and all the rows in the resulting T ×T matrix are added, leading to a single
row vector.

1.2.2.4 FV-MTL with Cost Sigmoid Cross-entropy with Label Constraint
(FV-MTL with CCE-LC)

The two cost terms discussed in Sections 1.2.2.2 and 1.2.2.3, and also denoted in
Fig. 1.6 as λ1 and λ2 respectively, can be added in a single cost function that forms
our total FV-MTL with CCE-LC network’s cost. In our overall network architec-
ture, an additional layer is used to implement the complete FV-MTL with CCE-LC
cost function. In this way, the complete DCNN architecture learns by considering
both the actual ground-truth annotations and also the concept correlations that can
be inferred from it. In contrast, a typical DCNN architecture simply incorporates
knowledge learned from each individual ground truth annotated sample. For more
details on this cost function the interested reader can refer to our original paper [42].

1.2.3 Results

1.2.3.1 Datasets and Experimental Setup

Our experiments were performed on the TRECVID-SIN 2013 dataset [48]. For as-
sessing concept annotation performance, the indexing problem as defined in [48]
was evaluated, i.e. given a concept, the goal was to retrieve the 2000 video shots
that are mostly related to it. The TRECVID-SIN 2013 [48] dataset consists of ap-
proximately 600 and 200 hours of Internet archive videos for training and testing,
respectively. The training set is partially annotated with 346 semantic concepts. The
test set is evaluated on 38 concepts for which ground truth annotations exist, i.e. a
subset of the 346 concepts.

Since the available ground truth annotations for this dataset are not adequate in
number in order to train a deep network from scratch without overfitting its pa-
rameters, similarly to other studies [49], we used transfer learning, i.e. we used as a
starting point the ResNet-50 network [26], which was originally trained on 1000 Im-
ageNet categories [58], and fine-tuned its parameters towards our dataset. In order
to evaluate the methods’ performance we used the mean extended inferred average
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Fig. 1.7: Recovered sparsity patterns (the matrix S) with FV-MTL with CCE-LC,
for k equal to 32 and d equal to 64, for 15 selected concepts of the TRECVID-SIN
2013 dataset. Darker color indicates higher absolute value of the coefficient. The
horizontal axis depicts the 15 observed concepts and the vertical axis the 32 latent
tasks.

precision (MXinfAP) [84], which is an approximation of MAP. MXinfAP is suitable
for the partial ground truth that accompanies this dataset.

1.2.3.2 Visual-level and Semantic-level Concept Relations of the Presented
DCNN Srchitecture

According to our preliminary experimental results presented in our journal pa-
per [42], FV-MTL with CCE-LC for k equal to 32 and d equal to 64 was the pair
that reached the best overall MXinfAP. In this subsection we will try to visualise
what this model has learned with respect to visual-level and semantic-level concept
relations. As explained in 1.2.2.2, the overlap in the sparsity patterns of any two
tasks, (i.e. the overlap between task-specific weight vectors s j and s j′ ) controls the
amount of sharing between them. Based on this in Fig. 1.7, we recovered sparsity
patterns (the matrix S) using FV-MTL with CCE-LC for 15 selected concepts of
the TRECVID SIN dataset (darker color indicates higher absolute value of the co-
efficient). The horizontal axis depicts the 15 observed concepts and the vertical axis
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Fig. 1.8: Colormap of the phi-correlation coefficient calculated on the final predic-
tion scores of the proposed FV-MTL with CCE-LC, for k equal to 32 and d equal to
64, when applied on the TRECVID SIN 2013 test dataset for 20 selected concepts.

the latent tasks (k=32) in this case. It is difficult to recover the grouping and overlap
structure for the observed concepts based on this figure, but some interesting obser-
vations can be made. For example, concepts with the same sparsity pattern can be
considered as belonging to the same group, while concepts with orthogonal sparsity
patterns can be considered as belonging to different groups. The 9th and 10th latent
tasks are always active for the transport-related concepts (e.g. airplane, car, bus, mo-
torcycle) but they are inactive, at least one of the two, for any of the other concepts.
Transport-related concepts can be considered as belonging to the same group. In
addition, those latent tasks that are active for the concept “river” are always inactive
for the concept “shopping-mall” (except for the 11th latent task), which indicates
that these are two disjoint groups.

Regarding the semantic-level concept relations, Fig. 1.8 presents the color map
of the phi-correlation coefficients, when calculated on the final prediction scores of
the model when applied on the TRECVID SIN 2013 test dataset for 20 selected
concepts. We can see that the model has captured many pairs of positive correlated
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Fig. 1.9: Visual inspection of the results of our DCNN trained model, when ap-
plied on a specific video (downloaded from YouTube); here we are considering the
concept-based keyframe annotation problem, i.e. whether we can annotate a given
keyframe with the most relevant concepts.

concepts such as “adult”-“actor”, “adult”-“female human person” (green areas of
the figure), pairs of negative correlated concepts such as “animal”-“airplane land-
ing” (red areas of the figure), and non-correlated concepts such as “animal”-“actor”,
“anger”-“actor” (black areas of the figure). According to the observations recovered
from Figs. 1.7 and 1.8, we can see that our proposed method is able to capture both
visual-level and semantic-level concept relations.

Finally, Fig. 1.9 and Fig. 1.10 present examples of concept-based keyframe anno-
tation and retrieval results of our method, respectively. We can see that our method
works very well for both problems retrieving correct results on top positions.

1.2.3.3 Main Findings - Comparisons with Related Methods

Figure 1.11 presents some of our main findings. The interested reader can refer
to our original paper [42], where an extensive experimental evaluation has been
performed. It should be noted that in [42] the FV-MTL with CCE-LC method, pre-
sented in this chapter, has been extensively evaluated and compared with many other
concept-based video annotation methods. The compared methods have been cate-
gorised into three groups i) those that do not consider neither MTL nor SO, ii) those
that either consider MTL or SO, and iii) those that consider both MTL and SO.

The FV-MTL with CCE-LC cost method presented in this chapter jointly exploits
implicit visual-level and explicit semantic-level concept relations. This integrated
DCNN architecture that emerges from combining these approaches was shown to
improve concept annotation accuracy and outperformed the related state-of-the-art
methods. Specifically, according to the left diagram of Fig. 1.11, it outperforms
methods that do not impose any concept relations from 1.5% to 5%, methods that
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Fig. 1.10: Visual inspection of the results of our DCNN trained model, when ap-
plied on a specific video (downloaded from YouTube); here we are considering the
concept-based keyframe retrieval problem, i.e. whether we can retrieve all the rele-
vant keyframes of a video, for a given concept.

solely introduce either MTL or structured outputs by∼2%, and finally methods that
jointly consider MTL and structured outputs by∼4%, in the TRECVID SIN dataset.

In addition, we evaluate the two intermediate versions of the integrated DCNN
architecture (right part of Fig. 1.11): a) Extension strategy [49] for DCNNs with the
proposed CCE-LC cost, i.e. the typical complete DCNN architecture illustrated in
Fig. 1.3 (ii), but replacing the sigmoid cross-entropy cost with the proposed CCE-LC
cost, and b) a subset of the FV-MTL with CCE-LC method, in which only the MTL
part is used (i.e. without considering concept correlations). We observe that the two
intermediate versions of our proposed method perform quite well; however, jointly
considering both of them into a single architecture further improves the concept-
based video retrieval accuracy.

To sum up, FV-MTL with CCE-LC always presents the best accuracy in terms
of MXinfAP, which is equal to 33.77% (as presented on the right part of Fig. 1.11.
All the other methods perform worse. Due to lack of space we did not present all
these comparisons, so on the left part of Fig. 1.11 we show the performance of the
second best method and also the performance of the worst method from each of the
different groups evaluated in our original paper [42].
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Fig. 1.11: Main findings on the TRECVID-SIN 2013 dataset. Evaluation in terms of
MXinfAP.

Finally, it should be noted that a thorough analysis of the execution times of
the proposed method appears in our original paper [42] that shows that our method
is not considerably more computationally expensive than DCNN methods that use
single-task learning cost functions. In terms of scalability, if we provide more con-
cepts, then the network could model more and stronger task and label relations. So,
we expect that the proposed method could work very well for larger number of con-
cepts. In addition, in our preliminary experiments presented in the original paper of
the method we have shown that parameters k and d are not sensitive to the number of
concepts so the complexity of this part would not significantly increase when more
concepts are to be learned. However, more experimentation towards this direction is
needed.

1.3 Logo Detection

1.3.1 Related Work

The problem of detecting overlaid logos in videos is essentially a sub-problem of ob-
ject detection in images. However, the problem definition of our particular case has
a number of inherent constraints, which simplify the task, making it relatively easier
than general object detection. By definition, object detection [17, 16] describes the
task of identifying broad object categories (e.g. “helicopter”, “human”, “airplane”)
in images. These object categories have extremely high within-class variation in
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comparison to detecting overlaid video/image logos, which are expected to be near-
identical in every instance they appear. In this sense, the problem is more relevant
to the task of logo detection [27, 47], which, despite the common name, has certain
differences from the InVID use case. In the task commonly referred to as logo de-
tection, the aim is to detect trademark logos on depicted objects, e.g. the brand of
a shoe or a poster on a building. This includes perspective distortions and variants
of the same logo, which again make the task broader than what we have to tackle
within InVID. Our problem concerns logos that typically appear on the screen at the
same angle, usually at approximately the same size, and often at the same position.
We will use the term TV logo detection, as it is established in literature, although
it is clear that in our case we are often not dealing with actual TV channels and, in
fact, the most important part of the task is identifying the logos of unofficial video
sources, such as paramilitary groups. The case of TV logo detection is a much more
narrow field than logo detection, and the respective methods exploit the constraints
of the task to increase detection accuracy and speed.

Fig. 1.12: Top: an example of a generic logo detection task; Bottom: an example of
the much more specific TV logo detection task.

The most common assumption of such methods is that the logo remains static
throughout a video shot, while the rest of the frame contents change through time.
Thus, approaches such as frame accumulation and thresholding [32] and brightness
variance thresholding [86, 62] have been proposed to take advantage of these char-
acteristics of the specific task. While seemingly a reasonable approach, a major issue
with such approaches is that this assumption does not hold consistently, especially
when dealing with arbitrary logos. It is not uncommon, for example, in the case of
middle eastern paramilitary or clandestine political organizations to use animated lo-
gos (Fig. 1.13). In that case, any method based on the static logo assumption would
fail entirely.
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Fig. 1.13: Three frames from a Free Syrian Army clip displaying a rotating and
changing logo.

We thus decided to explore more powerful and robust algorithms for the problem.
The options we considered were drawn from current literature, namely keypoint-
based methods, sliding windows, region proposal methods, and object detection
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs).

Keypoint-based approaches have been quite popular in the past, and generally
provided relatively robust solutions to the task [55, 54, 57, 34]. To learn a candi-
date logo, the algorithm extracts keypoints from a logo template, and retains their
relative coordinates and local descriptors. For detection in an unknown image, key-
points are similarly extracted from the candidate image, and then their descriptors
are matched against those of the candidate logos. Generally, these methods combine
the matching of keypoints with some geometrical analysis of the feature location to
ensure a match between the query and the candidates, and take into account possible
geometrical transformations (in the case of logos positioned on objects, which may
be distorted due to perspective.

Another option is a sliding window approach [9, 20], where a global descriptor is
extracted from each logo. Then candidate overlapping windows are extracted from
the image, at multiple scales, and the corresponding descriptor is extracted from
each window. Consecutively, the descriptor is compared to the descriptors of all
candidate logos. The comparison step is much faster than in keypoint-based meth-
ods, and can achieve much higher accuracy. However, due to the need of extracting
descriptors from multiple overlapping windows, such approaches are prohibitively
slow for real-time operational settings.

A much faster variant to sliding windows is region proposal. In that case, we
can use a region proposal algorithm to extract a small number of candidate regions
from the image, which are more likely to contain objects of interest (i.e. logos).
We then only evaluate these regions [25, 6] as candidate windows. While faster
than sliding window methods, these approaches often still require several seconds
to propose the candidate windows for a single image. Furthermore, the success of
the algorithm depends strongly on how strictly at least one of the proposed regions
corresponds to the logo in the image. However, preliminary experiments showed
that in many cases none of the proposed regions contained the logo, and thus the
algorithms would simply not work in these cases.

Currently, the best performance in object detection is achieved using Deep Neu-
ral Networks, and specifically Region proposal Convolutional Neural Networks (R-
CNN) [22, 53]. These methods train a region proposal network together with a
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classification network, and are very fast in terms of detection time since they only
require a single forward pass to return both classification and localization infor-
mation. While Faster-RCNN remains a dominant architecture for object detection,
other variants such as YOLO attempt to further reduce complexity [52], while re-
cently a novel loss function was proposed to allow simpler and faster networks to
reach the accuracy of R-CNN and its variants. However, a common issue with deep
learning architectures is that they typically require a lot of annotated training data
which are not easily available.

1.3.2 Methodology

In the first steps of the project, the possibility of using Deep Learning to solve the
problem was not considered viable, since the large amount of annotated data that
would be required by the system was unavailable. Thus, based on speed consider-
ations, the first approach we opted to use was a point matching method that com-
pared an image or video keyframe under investigation with a collection of stored
logo templates. An implementation of a keypoint-based algorithm was developed
and deployed for quantitative evaluations and as a first version of the service.

However, as the project progressed, it became apparent that the main limitation of
the keypoint-based method was scalability. Each new template that would be added
to the database would need to be compared to the image, which would lead to the
computational cost rising linearly with the number of known logos. Thus, during the
second year of InVID we decided to move to a Deep Learning solution which, due
to the parallelised, single-pass nature of the model, would retain its time complex-
ity constant, independent of the number of known logos. This was combined with
an innovative solution that generated ample artificial training examples using data
augmentation, to address the need of the network for large numbers of annotated
examples.

Both implementations are image-based. They were designed to deal with both
single images and video frames. For videos, the approach relies on integration with
the Video Fragmentation component of InVID, and operates at the shot level by
processing keyframes of each shot and producing a separate set of estimates per
shot. The approach allows for multiple logos to be present in the same image or
shot. The main reason for this is that, as videos are shared or re-transmitted, orga-
nizations may add their own logos alongside the original ones, and the identities of
all agencies involved may be important information for an investigator. In the case
of videos, since each shot may contain different logos, the detection was done on
a per-shot basis. In that case, the detection process can take place on one or more
individual keyframes per shot.
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1.3.2.1 Keypoint-based Method

In our keypoint-based implementation, detection is performed against a list of logo
templates. Each potentially detectable logo is linked with one template image and
a corresponding database entry. Each entry contains the name of the organization
the logo belongs to, the name of the corresponding template image file, the link to
the Wikipedia article corresponding to the organization/group, and the dimensions
of the frame size from which the logo template was extracted. While following an
inherently multi-scale representation, the advantage of dealing with TV logos is that,
in the vast majority of cases, they tend to appear at roughly the same dimensions in
the frame. In our preliminary investigations we found that resizing all candidate
images to roughly the same dimensions as the image from which the template was
extracted can provide a performance boost without increasing the computational
complexity, while the fact that we use a scale-invariant representation means that
we can still deal with certain scale variations.

For each logo in our list, we applied a pre-processing step where we extracted
SURF [5] features from the corresponding template image. The features and the
corresponding logo information were then stored to be used for detection. At de-
tection time, when presented with a new candidate image, the image is rescaled to
the appropriate dimensions, and SURF features are also extracted from it. Feature
matching is then performed between the logo template and the candidate image us-
ing a k-nearest neighbors approach. The process is repeated for all logos in the list,
and only logos returning a number of matches > M are retained, where M is an
experimentally determined threshold.

For all logos where a sufficient number of matching points are found, a second-
level processing step takes place, where the geometrical consistency of the matches
is evaluated. A RANSAC approach is then used to find the optimal perspective pro-
jection modelling the point correspondences, and to keep only the subset of matched
points that conformed to the model. If the number of points surpasses a second
threshold N (in our current implementation, M = N), the logo is considered to exist
in the image.

For the keypoint-based implementation, it was found to be beneficial for accu-
racy to get more than one keyframe per shot and consecutively average them, to get
a more salient version of the logo. Given a static logo, we can assume that in the
averaged image the logo will remain intact while the rest of the image will appear
blurred-out. As a result, this will produce fewer salient keypoints in the overall im-
age. Having fewer candidate SURF points in the image means much smaller chance
of false matches. However, this option can only work for static logos. Thus while
this approach was used in the method’s offline evaluations, it had to be abandoned
during integration with InVID, and instead the middle keyframe of each shot was
used for detection.
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1.3.2.2 Deep Learning Method

As network architecture, we chose the Faster Region-proposal Convolutional Neu-
ral Network (Faster-RCNN) [53]. This architecture simultaneously outputs a large
number of region proposals and classification estimates for each region in a single
pass, making it extremely fast during detection. Furthermore, the region proposal
and the classification parts are trained simultaneously, making its training faster than
its counterparts. Its performance is among the best in the state-of-the-art, and open-
source implementations exist for the Caffe3 and Tensorflow4 frameworks. Thus, it
was straightforward to experiment and adapt to the project’s needs.

Fig. 1.14: The Faster-RCNN architecture (image taken from [53]).

The main challenge with Deep Neural Networks is training. They tend to require
large amounts of annotated data and generally require a lot of time to train. However,
the task at hand is significantly simpler than most detection tasks, since in our case
the candidate object (i.e. a logo) has very little variability between instances. This
characteristic allowed us to use an innovative training technique that removes the
need for manually annotated data.

Normally for an object detection task, we would require a large number of anno-
tated images (hundreds or thousands) containing each object, and each image would
have to be annotated with the class and the localization coordinates of the object.
Creating such a training dataset for logos would be impossible within the scope
of InVID, and impractical when extending the dataset with new logos. However,
since in our case all appearances of a logo would be expected to be very similar,
we were able to devise a way to automatically generate training images on-the-fly
using a single logo example. A training image can be generated by taking a ran-
dom base image from any realistic image dataset (such as MIRFlickr5), and a logo
from our collection, and placing the logo at a random position on the image. To ac-

3 https://github.com/rbgirshick/py-faster-rcnn/
4 https://github.com/tensorflow/models/tree/master/research/object detection/
5 http://press.liacs.nl/mirflickr/
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count for variations of the logo, a set of data augmentation techniques are applied,
such as scaling (sometimes non-proportional), blurring by a random-sized kernel,
brightness and color modification. In this way, we can generate a practically infi-
nite number of training images. To further speed up the training process, we place
a number of logos in each training image, in a non-overlapping manner, ranging
from 1 to 3 (Fig. 1.15). This process allows us to train a classifier without going
through the process of collecting and manually annotating a dataset. It also allows
for extensibility, since adding a new entry in the list of known logos does not require
additional examples, but only the new logo template. It also solves the problem of a
channel using many variants of its logo, since the addition of more examples adds
little complexity to the task. Similarly, in the case of animated logos such as those
depicted in Fig. 1.13, it is easy to add multiple frames from the animation into the
known logo dataset, which means that we will be able to match the logo in a random
keyframe from the video, whatever part of the animation it may contain. It should
be noted that, roughly at the same time that we were implementing this approach, a
publication presented a very similar data generation method for logo detection [69].

Following training, the detection process is simple: an image is passed through
the trained model, and the model outputs a list of region estimates, plus the estimate
of the logo class that was detected within them.

A further advantage of the CNN-based approach is that it is much more robust
with respect to the logo background and potential transparency. When the keypoint-
based approach detected points along the logo borders (generally a common case),
the corresponding local descriptors were also affected by the color of the back-
ground. In some cases, it was necessary to extend the template collection with in-
stances of the same logo over different backgrounds, to cover all such eventualities.
Furthermore, in the keypoint-based algorithm both the keypoint detection and the
description steps were strongly affected by semi-transparent logos, which returned
different results depending on the background they appeared on. In contrast, the
CNN-based approach can easily learn to recognise such logos, provided it can be
trained with enough artificially generated examples containing the logo overlaid on
different backgrounds.

Fig. 1.15: Three artificially generated training samples with logos, some of which
are semi-transparent.
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1.3.3 Results

Both approaches were implemented in Python. The SURF-based keypoint-based
approach was implemented using methods from the OpenCV6 library, and fast
feature matching was done with the KDTree algorithm using OpenCV’s FLANN-
based7 implementation. Faster-RCNN was implemented using existing frameworks,
namely the Caffe-based py-faster-rcnn8 implementation during the second year
of the project, and the TensorFlow object detection framework9 during the third
year. TensorFlow has comparably fewer library dependencies, its Python integration
is simpler, and the object detection framework is part of the official release, unlike
py-faster-rcnn which is a custom adaptation. Thus, as InVID approached its
final release stage, TensorFlow was a more reliable choice for future maintenance.

The template list developed for the keypoint-based approach contained 503 logo
templates from 169 channels and news sources. The number of logo templates was
generally higher than for the deep learning approach, since in the keypoint-based
approach we need to include many more variants of the templates (e.g. with dif-
ferent backgrounds). For the Faster-RCNN method, all the logos associated with a
particular channel were grouped together, thus the network had 169 classes for our
evaluation experiments. The training of the Faster-RCNN was done with roughly
200,000 automatically generated examples.

The evaluation dataset we used consisted of 2,752 videos originating from var-
ious YouTube channels, containing videos that featured at least one of the known
logos in at least one shot. The videos were then separated in 54,986 shots using the
InVID Video Fragmentation and Annotation service.

Table 1.2 shows the comparison between the performance of the keypoint-based
approach and two CNN models. As shown in Table 1.2, the Faster-RCNN version
of the algorithm is currently comparable to the keypoint-based approach. We tested
two RCNN models, one trained with early stopping (Fr-RCNN 1) and one trained
for longer period of time (Fr-RCNN 2). Fr-RCNN 1 shows slightly lower True De-
tection (TD) rates than keypoint-based methods, and comparable False Detections
(FD). On the other hand, Fr-RCNN 2 has better TD rates, but significantly higher
FD rates. One explanation is that the logo template collection contains several im-
ages of relatively low quality that are blurred. For the keypoint-based method these
were necessary, in order to be able to detect logos in low-quality images. However,
in Faster-RCNN training, especially after the potential additional blurring of the
augmentation step, the network might be trained on extremely blurred templates,
which could lead to finding false matches on arbitrary regions. Another observation
is that the false positives appear disproportionately higher per video than per shot.
This means that the relatively few false positives in the shots (0.01) are very scat-
tered across the shots, with few (usually one at most) in each video. Thus in practice

6 http://opencv.org/
7 http://www.cs.ubc.ca/research/flann/
8 https://github.com/rbgirshick/py-faster-rcnn
9 https://github.com/tensorflow/models/tree/master/research/object detection/
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these spurious matches are not distracting for professionals, since they can be easily
discarded by visual inspection.

Table 1.2: Logo detection evaluation results

Videos Shots
Keypoints Fr-RCNN 1 Fr-RCNN 2 Keypoints Fr-RCNN 1 Fr-RCNN 2

True Detections 0.83 0.80 0.85 0.63 0.64 0.72
False Detections 0.06 0.06 0.13 0.004 0.01 0.01

Overall, we consider the Faster-RCNN approach to be a superior choice, for two
reasons: 1) the results for Faster-RCNN have significant potential for improvement
by improving the template dataset – with the help of the user partners – and by
tweaking the training parameters, and 2) the Faster-RCNN approach is significantly
faster, and its detection speed is much less dependent on the number of logos that are
possible to detect. To confirm this hypothesis, we ran a series of evaluations with
respect to detection speed. For fairness, we had to account for certain additional
computational costs that the Faster-RCNN algorithm requires. Specifically, as the
neural network runs on a PC equipped with a GPU, it had to be placed on a separate
server, and it is possible that the communication between the logo detection server
and the neural network server may incur additional delays. This means that the re-
ported times include the service communication delays, which reflects the actual
user experience. Table 1.3 gives the current differences in speed between the two
services, per single image, per video shot, and per video. The reasons that the per-
formance per shot is improved more than the performance per image, is that a) the
keypoint-based method was run on both the middle image and the mean image of
the shot in order to reach its optimal performance, while the Faster-RCNN algorithm
only runs on the middle image of each shot and b) the impact of the communication
overhead is much smaller, since the major load is accessing the image/video, which
only happens once per video. In fact, the speed of the new service is so superior that
it outweighs even the added time requirements of fragmenting the video (which we
do not have in images), leading to the much higher per-shot improvement compared
to the per-image one.

Table 1.3: Logo detection time requirements (in seconds)

Image Shot Video
Keypoint-based 8.47 6.56 383.50
Faster-RCNN 4.17 1.18 69.00
Speedup 203% 556% 556%

While it is conceivable that adding many new logos may increase training time,
we consider that any potential increase will be manageable. Furthermore, it is pos-
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sible that the overall training time can be reduced by tweaking the training hyperpa-
rameters and improving the data augmentation procedure.

1.4 Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter, we explored two tasks to assist investigators in identifying and or-
ganizing semantically related items in unstructured collections gathered from the
Web in order to assist verification. One component was a concept-based annotation
system, while the other was a logo detection system. Following an analysis of the
state of the art, a choice of the most relevant approaches, and significant improve-
ments, refinements and innovations beyond state-of-the-art methods, both systems
were implemented and integrated in the final InVID platform.

Specifically, with respect to concept detection we presented a machine learning
architecture that is based on deep learning, referring to it as FV-MTL with CCE-LC.
Overall, the lesson we learned is that a good video annotation and retrieval archi-
tecture can be developed by carefully taking into account many different directions
such as feature extraction, classifier combination, feature-level and semantic-level
concept relations. Deep learning architectures are the best way of jointly considering
all these, with the presented FV-MTL with CCE-LC deep architecture consistently
outperforming other related state-of-the-art approaches.

With respect to logo detection, we designed an innovative way to generate
enough training data in order to fine-tune existing object detection systems to the
task of logo detection, even in the absence of a large annotated training set. Given
than the InVID logo detection component will have to be kept up-to-date by adding
new logos submitted by users, such an approach is the only way to be able to extend
the classifier in the future. Since research into data augmentation is still ongoing,
and recent methods based on Generative Adversarial Networks have yielded very
promising results [51, 38], it might be a promising future path with respect to im-
proving the classification accuracy of the system.

For our next steps, we will continue to advance both components, to improve
their efficiency and accuracy. With respect to semantic video annotation, we will
continue to experiment with deep learning architectures, to exploit concept rela-
tions and yield better accuracy, and we will also reconsider whether the TRECVID
semantic concepts are the most appropriate for the task or another set of concepts
(given a correspondingly annotated dataset for training) would be more appropri-
ate for the needs of newsworthy video annotation and retrieval. With respect to
logo detection, we will keep experimenting with the automatic training data gener-
ation process in order to improve the performance of the algorithm. We will also
continue expanding the known logo dataset with user-submitted logos. Finally, we
will attempt to expand the synthetic training data creation process by introducing
perspective-like transforms to the logos. This will allow us to move from detecting
overlaid logos to detecting logos within the scene, e.g. on clothing or walls. Such an
extension of the component capabilities would empower journalists to have a more
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complete understanding of the provenance and history of the video, and even allow
them to verify aspects of the depicted content and the associated claims.
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